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Quiz #5 
 
Instructions 
− Answer as many questions as you are able to. 
− Please write your answers clearly in the blanks 

provided. Do the best you can to complete       
your answers within the space given.  
 

The maximum score is 82 points. 
− Fill-in-the-blank are worth 1 point each.  
− Short-answer questions are 2 points each.               

The short essay question (#39) is 4 points. 
− Depending upon the performance of the class,  

this quiz may be graded on a curve. 
 
 
1. Plato’s image of the chariot driver holding the reins 

on two wild horses was an analogy for                  
the way that our _______________ ought to 
control or ‘rein in’ our emotions & desires. 

 
In the debate over how people ought to make 
decisions and guide their actions, 
 

2A. Epictetus & the Stoics represent the 
_____________________, who believe         
that thought, not emotion, should be our 
guiding force, 

 
2B. ….whereas Hume represents the 

_______________________ perspective, which 
allows that the emotions have an important, if 
not indispensible role to play in our actions. 

 
3. Explain why Epictetus thinks we must not confuse 

things in our control & things not in our control: 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
 

4A. Epictetus recommends that we remove 
______________ from what isn’t in our control, 

 
4B. …and also totally suppress _______________. 
 
5. He also warns us not to get overly 

__________________ to any possessions or people. 
 
6. Explain what Epictetus means when he says that 

“Men are disturbed not by things, but by the 
principles and notions which they form 
concerning things.” 

 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
7. The first of Hume’s objectives in “Of the 

Influencing Motives of the Will” is to demonstrate 
that ________________ can never cause any 
action on its own. 

 
8. Hume says that the emotions of desire & aversion 

drive us to use our reasoning about the relation of 
_________________________ in order to figure out 
how to get what we want / avoid what we don’t 
want. 

 
9. According to Hume, ______________ is the real 

driving force behind our actions, whereas 
_______________ only provides directions.  

 
 
10. Give an example of each of the ways that Hume 

believes we can call an emotion “unreasonable”: 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
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11.  Explain in your own words the common error 
Hume most people commit in thinking about the 
relation of reason and emotion to our will.  

_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
 
For 12A-12G, identify the quote with the philosopher 

who wrote it. 
Ø Write ‘E’ for Epictetus, ‘H’ for Hume, 

 
12A.  _____ “…according as our reasoning varies, our 

actions receive a subsequent variation.” 
 

12B.  _____ “Don’t be prideful with any excellence 
that is not your own.” 
 

12C.  ____ “Don’t regard what anyone says of you, for 
this, after all, is no concern of yours.” 
 

12D.  _____ “Reason is, and ought only to be the slave 
of the passions” 

 
12E.  _____  “Never say of anything, ‘I have lost it’; 

but, ‘I have returned it.’” 
 
12F.  _____ “It is not contrary to reason to prefer the 

destruction of the whole world to the 
scratching of my finger” 

 
12G  _____ “…if you are averse to sickness, or death, 

or poverty, you will be wretched.” 
 
13. Aristotle’s theory of  ______________ ethics      

gives us rough ____________________, not strict 
rules for how we ought to behave. 
 

14. Aristotle believes that all change must be a means 
by which something endeavors to become what it 
is supposed to be; in other words, everything 
develops towards its _____________, or final end. 
 
 
 

15. Since __________________ is the one thing people 
“choose always for itself and never for the sake of 
something else,” Aristotle confirms that it must be 
the ______________________ human actions can 
achieve. 

 
16A. Aristotle says “the many” associate happiness 

with _______________, while “people of superior 
refinement” say happiness is ____________, 

 
16B. …but the real meaning of happiness, according 

to Aristotle, is activity of soul exhibiting 
____________ or excellence. 

 
17.  Why does Aristotle believe “one day, or a short 

time, does not make a man blessed and happy?” 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 

 
18A.  Aristotle explains that moral virtue comes about 

only by ________________, i.e., repeatedly doing 
the right kind of actions, 

 
18B.  …but one must also take ________________ in 

doing the right thing; otherwise one is not truly 
virtuous. 
 

19. For this reason, ____________________________ 
must begin early in our lives, so we not only do 
the right actions but also do them in the right 
manner. 
 

20.  Explain the reasoning behind Aristotle’s ‘golden 
mean’ conception of virtue, and give an example 
of one virtue and its corresponding vices. 

_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________ 
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For 21A-21I, identify the quote with the philosopher: 
Ø ‘A’ for Aristotle, 
Ø ‘M’ for Mill, 
Ø and ‘K’ for Kant. 

 
21A.  _____ “…pleasure, and freedom from pain, are 

the only things desirable as ends” 
 
21B.  _____ “…it is difficult to rub off this passion, 

engrained as it is in our life.” 
 
21C.  _____ “He who saves a fellow creature from 

drowning does what is morally right, 
whether his motive be duty, of the hope of 
being paid for his trouble” 

 
21D.  _____ “Act in such a way that your always treat 

humanity…never simply as a means, but 
always at the same time as an end.” 

 
21E.  _____ “Every art and every inquiry, and similarly 

every action and choice, is thought to aim 
at some good” 

 
21F.  _____ “It is better to be a human being 

dissatisfied than a pig satisfied” 
 
21G.  _____ “…it is the mark of an educated man to 

look for precision in each class of things 
just so far as the nature of the subject 
admits.” 

 
21H.  _____ “If by happiness be meant a continuity of 

highly pleasurable excitement, it is evident 
enough that this is impossible.” 

 
21I.  _____ “…we must incline sometimes towards the 

excess, sometimes towards the deficiency, 
for so we shall most easily hit the 
intermediate and what is right.” 

 
22A.  Mill endorses ____________________, which 

takes “the foundation of morals” to be what our 
actions are good for. 

 
22B. This view is a form of _______________________, 

where actions are judged right/wrong on the basis 
of the outcomes they produce. 
 

23. Mill’s  _________________________________ says 
that right actions increase ________________, 
while wrong actions increase ______________. 

 
24. Explain the procedure Mill suggests for how we 

ought to determine which of two pleasures is the 
more desirable one. 

_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________ 
 
25A. He clarifies that the standard for judging actions 

is not ________________ happiness; 
 
25B. …rather, sometimes the right action will 

__________________ our own pleasure, 
 
25C. …as is demonstrated by the sacrifices made by 

___________________________ in order to 
promote “the happiness of others or some of the 
requisites of happiness”  

 
26. Utilitarianism demands that we are strictly 

_______________ or objective in weighing our 
own interests against those of others.  

 
 
27. Explain one of the two ways that Mill 

recommends that utilitarians promote ethical 
behavior through social reform: 

_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________ 
 
28. Some philosophers, including Onora O’Neill, 

object that utilitarianism is hard to follow because 
it’s impossible to ____________ in advance exactly 
what consequences an action will bring about. 
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29. Kant’s ethical theory is an example of 
_________________, where actions are judged 
right/wrong on the basis of the rules one follows 
in performing the action. 

 
30. Kant believes each of our actions reflects at least 

one _____________, a principle according to 
which one sees oneself as acting. 

 
31. Kant says it is our duty to follow the three maxims 

of the ____________________________, which 
constitutes his “Supreme Principle of Morality”. 

 
32A. The _______________________________________ 

says it is always wrong to involve a person in a 
scheme of action to which they could not 
consent. 

 
32B. In other words, one must not 

______________________ another person, treating 
them like a tool or a pawn in one’s own plans. 

 
33. Explain the difference between using another 

person as a means, versus as a ‘mere means’. 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________ 
 
34. Two ways people often use others as mere means 

are by _______________ or ______________ them. 
 
35. Kant famously insisted that it is never acceptable 

to ____________ to another person; hence, if an 
axe murderer asks you where your family is, you 
would be obligated to tell the truth. 

 
36A. Kant’s view explains why ____________________ 

is unacceptable: it treats a person as a thing 
instead of a person with reason and feelings. 

 
36B. More specifically, it is wrong to deny a human 

being’s ________________, meaning their ability 
to determine the ends their own actions serve. 

 

37. Kant’s theory says we must also sometimes be 
________________ to others, helping them achieve 
their own ends; but it doesn’t specify how often 
and in what circumstances we should do so. 

 
38. Explain one of the major differences O’Neill sees 

between Kantian ethics & utilitarianism. 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________ 
 
39. Choose one quote from 12A-12G or 21A-21I to 
criticize. Make an objection to the claim expressed 
and give an example to illustrate your point. 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 


